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THE SOLUTION OF FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS IN THE THEORY 

OF PHYSICAL STRUCTURES 

UDC 517.948 . 
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In [1] Ju. L. Kulakov gave a mathematical formulation of the theory of physical 

structures. In that paper the simplest case was considered, using a method of paramet- 

rization. However, in application to structures of higher rank this method encounters 

considerable difficulties. On the other hand, the statement of the original axioms in [4] 

was given with regard to the parametric method of investigation used. In this paper a 

more natural equivalent statement of the axioms of a physical structure is given and 

the solution: of functional equations arising in this theory is presented. Methods for 

solution of the functional equations were proposed by the author in the consideration 

of a ternary physical structure [2]. 

Let ‘it and St be two sets, whose elements will be denoted by lower-case Latin 

and Greek letters, respectively, and let a: Jl x I> R be a real function assigning to 

each pair (z, @) in Ix Jt a number a,,€ R. For convenience we shall write (i, a) in 

place of a,, in the sequel. Two elements i, j€ Yl will be regarded as equivalent, de- 

noted by i~ j, if (i, a)=(j, 2) for every ae It. We shall assume that all equivalent 

elements in ‘It are identified, i.e. if i~ 7, then i and 7 coincide: 7 = j. If there is at 

least one @ such that (2, a) #(j, a), then i and j will be assumed to be different: i 4 

j. Coincidence and noncoincidence of elements a, Be St are defined analogously. 

We define topologies on the sets ‘I and t by introducing fundamental systems of 

neighborhoods. Let i, € Wt be a fixed element, which we shall sometimes call a point, 

and let «> 0. We denate by PU v6) the totality of all those elements i¢ St for which 

Iti, @) = Gg, 
ue of the positive number ¢€ is taken as a fundamental system of neighborhoods of i). 

a)|<e for every a€ It. The family of all sets PGs ¢) for all possible val- 

An arbitrary neighborhood P(ig) of to is a subset of J containing some neighborhood 

of the fundamental system. Analogously we introduce the neighborhood Q(a.,, «) anda 0? 

fundamental system of neighborhoods of a_€ Jt. We shall denote an arbitrary neighbor- 

hood of a )by Q(a,). It is easy to see sine ths systems P(i,) and Q(2,) satisfy the 

neighborhood axioms and determine unique topological structures on the sets ‘it and Xt. 

Wx RN is then given the product topology derived from the topologies on ‘ll and St. Note 

that the function a: Ix +R introduced above is continuous relative to the product 

topology. An element of a cartesian product will be called a cortege. 
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Let "=x Mx-+-x Mand 27 =Rx Rx---x MR be the m-and n-fold cartesian 

products of the sets Jt and 2, where m >> 2 are integers. We construct a function 

arn). Si x Kt? > R™™ by assigning to each cortege (i, 7, k, «++, v, &, B, y, +++, T) of 

length m+n and m xn matrix of numbers 

(@, a) (7, a)... (va) 

(i, 7, yet, 0, &, By Yr = (i, B) GB) BYE (1) 

(@, tT) (7, Te... @, 7) 

considered as a point inthe ma-dimensional space R””. In order to shorten the nota- 

tion it is convenient to write the matrix (1) in one line: Gi, j, ky «++, v, @, By y, +e, 

7)€ R”™”, Transformations corresponding to permutations of rows or columns of (1) we 

shall call canonical permutations of thespace R™”. Points of R™” passing into one another 

under a canonical permutation will be called canonically conjugate. We denote the set 

of values of the function a{”»”): It” x 8k” + R™” by N. Note that the set N is invari- 

ant relative to canonical permutations. A cortege in a cartesian product is considered 

to be nondiagonal if all of its elements from one set are different. 

We shall say that a binary physical structure of rank (m, ) is given on the sets 

Yt and ® if the following conditions hold: 

A. The mapping al, 7, «++, 7]: I> R"~! defined by the function i > (i, B,y, «++ 

,T)ER® 1 is open for every nondiagona! cortege(B, y, +++, 7) € R7-1 where BF yt 

.-. £7; the mapping alj, k, -++, v): % > R”7! defined by the function a> (j,k, «++, 

v,a)€R™~! is open for every nondiagonal cortege (j, k, «++, v) €"-1, where 7 4A #F 

wodv. 

B. There exists an analytic function @: R”” + R such that the set determined by 

@® = O coincides with N, i.e. M=N and 

®[(i, j, ky +++, v, 2, B,y, ++, DI=0 (2) 

for every cortege (i, 7, k, +++, v, &, B, y, ++, rye Mx 2H”, 

C. The gradient of @ is different from zero everywhere on M with the possible ex- 

ception of a set of measure zero relative to M. 

Condition A actually says that Wis at least (m — 1)-dimensional, while ‘t is at 

least (m — 1)-dimensional. This condition is somewhat stronger than the requirement 

that the sets Il and %t be manifolds of corresponding dimension. Interiority of the map- 

pings alB, y, +++, 7): I> R®7! and alj, k, +++, v]: R > R™7!| imposes certain re- 

strictions on the original function a: ‘il x t+ R. In this connection the topology defined 

on the sets ‘il and Jt does not degenerate to the discrete topology. In general, it might 

have been possible to assume at once that Jl and %t are topological spaces and the 

function a: ‘ix Its R is continuous, without troubling oneself with the definition of a 

topology, but this would have increased the number of initial assumptions. The basic 

content of the theory of physical structures consists in condition B, which arose from 

an analysis of the structure of certain physical laws, if they are written in a form con- 

taining only quantities measured by experiment [3]. Condition C means that the singu- 

lar points on M constitute at most a set of measure zero relative to M. 
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Theorem. If the triple (Ut, Rt, a: Mx NR R) forms a binary physical structure of 

rank (m, n), then in any neighborhoods PU), Q(a,) of arbirtary points i,€ I, a,eR 

1€ Q(a.5) in some neighborhoods PUL, Ola iv of 

which the function a: P(i,) x Q(a.,) > R and the set N, CN of values of the function 

gin), A{PG,)" x [ola 1” > R™” can be given in the following way: 

a) form=n= 2, 

there exist elements 1, € P(,), a 

(i, a) = P-' (2; + &.), 

W[(, a) ] — LG, B)]— PIG, 21 + YO, B)) =9; (3) 
b) for m=n+2=4, 

(i, a) =| (x.t + 2") / (2 +.) ], 

FIG] Fit] FI] YG 6) 4 

YG, 9] FUG A) FG) FIG BI 14 _ (4) 
Wl(k, a] Lie, BY] YI oO) YB) 1] 
Yd, a] YI B)) Fo) FIG 8B) 1 

c) for m=n> 3, 

(i, a) = WU (wee +... fa Me + aPC), 
Wii, a] FB) ..- FIG DI 
FUG @) YU Bl ++. FIG MY] _ 9 (5) 

¥[(v, a] YL, BI ¥ [(2, 0] 
and also 

(0) = YO (aiea te ba eS + ah + Ea), 
0 4 4 Loe { 

1 Wig, o] IGP) ... YFG, 7] 

{ WG, a] FIG, B) ... PG DI] =0; (6) 

- 11 ¥[@@] FE, Bl ¥[(v, 7] 

d) for m=n+1>3, 

(1,0) = PO (lea + oP ED + Eo), 
1 ¥[io) VIER) -.-. FIED 
1 FG) FB] .-. FID] (7) 

{ Yi @] Fe BR) .-- Fie] 

where i,j, ky +++, ve PG,), a, Bry, +++, 7E Q(a,), w isa strictly nemetone analytic 

function of one variable defined in some neighborhood of the point (i, a,) ER, wo! is 

the inverse function, and Xo E4 are independent parameters given by arbitrary open 

mappings x: IL>R?-1, €: N+ R™-}; 

e) form —n> 2, except in the case m =n +2=4, binary physical structures do 

not exist, 

The proof of this theorem is rather tedious and constitutes the content of the au- 

thor’s dissertation. Some very simple cases were considered in [4]. We remark that the 
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result obtained was local. The possibility of its analytic continuation to the whole set 

N has not yet been determined. The restriction m>n is obviously not essential. It is 

easy to rewrite the theorem for the case m <7. Kulakov [3] assumed the existence of 

solutions of (5) and (7). Solutions of (4) and (6) were first found by the author [4]. 

By an analogous scheme it is possible to introduce axioms for ternary physical 

structures of rank (m, n, 1) on three sets Jl, 2, &. However, preliminary studies show 

that ternary structures exist only in the simplest case m=n=1/ = 2. In addition, the 

set N of values of the function a0”): It” x St” x @! 5 R™”! can be given locally by 

the equation 

Wz, a, Wl- BG, a, v)] ~ WG, B, wl + VIG, B, vy] - IG, a, p)] 

+¥LG, a, vl + VIG, B, WI- VLG, B, v)] = 9, 

where (i, a, y) is the value of the function a: ‘lx tx 2 > R. For all remaining values 

of the integers m,n, 1 ternary physical structures of rank (m, n, 1) do not exist. 

At the same time, the binary structures considered in this paper exist in other than 

the simplest case m =n = 2. Perhaps the explanation of this difference must 

be sought in the lack of a substantial theory of three-dimensional determinants. On the 

other hand, we note that the determinants (5) and (6) have the structure of Gram determi- 

nants and Cayley-Menger determinants. Under certain additional conditions, relations 

(5) and (6G) can be used to construct linear spaces and spaces of constant curvature, in 

particular euclidean space [5]. In [6] Blumenthal used relations of the type (5) and (6) 

to construct euclidean and spherical spaces. In the theory of physical structures these 

relations arise as consequences of certain general symmetry principles given by condi- 

tions A, B, C, especially condition B. 

The author would like to express profound gratitude to Professor Ju. G. ReSetnjak 

for numerous helpful remarks and discussions, resulting in a clearer formulation of the 

original axioms of a physical structure. 
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